ANTHONY   EDEN
whether Mr. Lloyd George was to blame for everything,
* Yes, for most things in the world ', was Eden's reply.   But
it is his attack on the Geneva Protocol which is perhaps the
most interesting part of this flight into robust reaction.   Mr.
MacDonald seemed to lament its c lingering death'.   Yet
how was it that honourable members opposite had such deep
sympathy with and love for it ?    ' Inevitably and essentially
the Protocol means for us an extension of our commitments
and greater responsibilities.— (Hon. members: "No!")—
The Protocol means ', he went on, * that we have to under-
take increased obligations if we are to join in applying
sanctions to any recalcitrant member of the League.   A most
serious obligation must essentially fall upon us because of our
geographical position  and because,  owing to the British
Navy, we are the most mobile nation in all the community
of nations.'   Accordingly the responsibility of intervention
upon any nation called upon to fulfil it would fall in the first
instance most severely upon this country and upon the British
Navy.   In these conditions it could not be seriously suggested
that it would not involve us in new and far-reaching commit-
ments.   It had been said, and he felt the comparison was very
apt, that the difference between the obligations which Great
Britain incurs as * an ordinary member of society, a nation
among nations, and the obligations under the Protocol, was
the difference between a citizen in ordinary life going about
his daily work and a citizen who becomes a special constable.
' If that is a true parallel I would ask, Is there anyone who
wishes this country to act as a special constable, say, in a
dispute between Japan arid China, or between Poland and
Russia? '   The logic of Eden's analogy is defective and its
implications double-edged, which may explain why those
who have subsequently championed limited liability with
greater vigour than Eden have not invoked it. Mr. Montague
at  once   detected  a  flaw.    * Does   the  hon.   and   gallant
member', he asked, * suggest that this country would have
no commitments and no obligations in the event of war in
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